Background
==========

The *Solanaceae*, or Nightshade family, is a dicot plant family that includes many economically important genera that are used in agriculture, horticulture, and other industries. Family members include the tuber bearing potato (*Solanum tuberosum*); a large number of fruit-bearing vegetables, such as peppers (*Capsicum spp*), tomatoes (*S. lycopersicum*), and eggplant (*S. melongena*); leafy tobacco (*Nicotiana tabacum*); and ornamental flowers from the *Petunia*and *Solanum*genera.

Tomato is generally considered to be a model crop plant species, for which many high-quality genetic and genomic resources are available, such as high-density molecular maps \[[@B1]\], many well-characterized near-isogenic lines (NILs), and rich collections of ESTs and full-length cDNAs \[[@B2],[@B3]\]. Potato is the most important crop within the *Solanaceae*, ranking fourth as a world food crop following wheat, maize and rice. Similar resources are available for potato, including an ultra-high density linkage map \[[@B4]\], a collection of phenotype data \[[@B5]\], and a large transcript database \[[@B6]\]. Like most other nightshades, tomato and potato both have a basic chromosome number of twelve, and there is genome-wide colinearity between their genomes \[[@B7]\].

Much effort is currently being invested to sequence the nuclear and organellar genomes of these organisms. The International Tomato Genome Sequencing Project \[[@B8]\] is sequencing the tomato (*S. lycopersicum*cv. Heinz 1706) genome in the context of the family-wide Solanaceae Project (SOL). Rather than sequencing the complete genome, which is approximately 950 Mb \[[@B9]\], only the gene-rich euchromatic regions (estimated at 240 Mb) are being sequenced using a BAC-by-BAC walking approach \[[@B10]\]. The Potato Genome Sequencing Consortium (PGSC) \[[@B11]\] aims to sequence the complete potato (*S. tuberosum*, genotype RH89-039-16) genome of approximately 840 Mb \[[@B4]\] using a similar marker-anchored BAC-by-BAC sequencing strategy.

Both sequencing projects rely heavily on BAC libraries, of which three exist for tomato (HindIII \[[@B12]\], MboI, and EcoRI) and two exist for potato (HindIII and EcoRI). The tomato libraries are available through the SOL Genomics Network (SGN) \[[@B13]\] and the potato libraries will soon by available at through the PGSC \[[@B11]\]. All of these libraries have been end-sequenced to support BAC-by-BAC sequencing and extension, and to provide a base of genome-wide survey sequences to support studies such as the one presented here.

This paper describes the detailed sequence analysis of 310,580 tomato BAC End Sequences (BESs), representing 181.1 Mb (\~19%) of the tomato genome, and 128,819 potato BESs, corresponding to 87.0 Mb (\~10%) of the potato genome (for an overview of the tomato and potato BES data, see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This comparative genomics study aims to gain insight into the similarity between the tomato and potato genomes, both on the structural level through repeat and gene content analyses and on the functional level through gene function analyses. Furthermore, we investigate micro-syntenic relationships between these two Solanaceous genomes, and several other sequenced plant genomes. The sequence content of BESs from a particular library is biased by which restriction enzyme was used to make the library. To avoid comparing sequence sets with different biases, tomato-potato comparisons are made only between BESs from libraries made with the same enzyme.

###### 

Overview of tomato and potato BES data

                   Number of sequences   Total length      Average length   GC content
  ---------------- --------------------- ----------------- ---------------- ------------
  **Tomato**       **310,580**           **181,076,819**   **583**          **36.1%**
   HBa (HindIII)   144,307               89,649,564        621              35.5%
   Eco (EcoRI)     77,141                46,398,406        601              35.2%
   Mbo (MboI)      89,132                45,028,849        505              38.3%
  **Potato**       **128,819**           **86,972,687**    **675**          **35.6%**
   POT (HindIII)   76,930                52,695,698        685              36.0%
   PPT (EcoRI)     51,889                34,276,989        661              35.0%

The sequences are subdivided into libraries, which are labeled with a three-letter code, with the corresponding restriction enzyme listed between brackets.

Results
=======

Repeat density and categorization
---------------------------------

Based on similarity searches of the repeat database, between 13.0% and 22.9% of the nucleotides in the tomato BESs were identified as belonging to a repeat (see Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, second through fourth columns). The most common repeat families in the tomato libraries were the Gypsy (5.0 -- 11.6%) and Copia (4.2 -- 5.3%) classes of retrotransposons. Another prominent class of repeats comprised the ribosomal RNA genes (\<0.1 -- 8.6%). The tomato Eco (EcoRI) library had the lowest repeat density at 13.0%, which can be attributed to a lower amount of Gypsy retrotransposons (5.0%). The highest repeat content was found in the tomato Mbo (MboI) library (22.9%), more than a third of which (8.6%) consisted of ribosomal RNA genes. Note that, since the repeat detection was based on sequence similarity, different segments in a BES could be assigned to more than one repeat family. As a result, the sum of the repeat content per repeat type can be slightly larger than the total repeat content.

###### 

Classification and distribution of known plant repeats in the BAC end sequences

                                  Tom. HBa    Tom. Eco    Tom. Mbo    Pot. POT    Pot. PPT
  ------------------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
  **Class I retrotransposons**    **16.95**   **9.30**    **13.81**   **11.42**   **8.19**
   **LTR retrotransposons**       **16.81**   **9.19**    **13.72**   **11.16**   **7.92**
    Ty1/Copia                     5.25        4.17        4.39        2.55        2.48
    Ty3/Gypsy                     11.56       5.02        9.33        8.60        5.43
    Unclassified                  0.00        0.00        0.00        0.01        0.01
   **Non-LTR retrotransposons**   **0.14**    **0.11**    **0.09**    **0.26**    **0.27**
    LINE                          0.09        0.06        0.05        0.15        0.13
    SINE                          0.05        0.05        0.04        0.11        0.14
  **Class II DNA transposons**    **0.64**    **0.66**    **0.49**    **1.03**    **1.23**
    En-Spm                        0.26        0.26        0.21        0.27        0.27
    Harbinger                     0.00        0.00        0.00        0.00        0.00
    Mariner                       0.00        0.00        0.00        0.00        0.00
    MuDR                          0.07        0.09        0.05        0.10        0.11
    Pogo                          0.02        0.03        0.02        0.03        0.08
    Stowaway                      0.02        0.02        0.02        0.01        0.02
    TcMar-Stowaway                x           x           x           0.00        0.00
    Tourist                       x           x           0.00        0.00        x
    hAT                           0.02        0.04        0.02        0.05        0.19
    hAT-Ac                        0.01        0.00        0.01        0.01        0.01
    hAT-Tip100                    0.02        0.02        0.02        0.11        0.10
    Unclassified                  0.22        0.20        0.14        0.45        0.45
  **Satellites**                  **0.00**    **0.00**    **0.00**    **0.04**    **0.03**
    Centromeric                   0.00        x           0.00        0.00        0.00
    Subtelomeric                  x           x           x           0.00        0.00
    Unclassified                  0.00        0.00        0.00        0.04        0.03
  **Ribosomal genes**             **0.04**    **2.98**    **8.58**    **0.03**    **0.53**
    rRNA                          0.04        2.98        8.58        0.03        0.53
  **Unclassified**                **0.08**    **0.11**    **0.07**    **0.07**    **0.11**
    Centromeric                   x           x           x           0.00        x
    Composite                     x           x           x           x           0.00
    RC/Helitron                   0.08        0.11        0.07        0.06        0.11
    Unknown                       0.00        0.00        0.00        0.01        0.00
  **Total**                       **17.66**   **13.01**   **22.91**   **12.54**   **10.02**

Numbers represent percentages of nucleotides that show similarity to a repeat of the indicated category. An \'x\' represents the absence of a repeat family; \'0.00\' indicates that the repeat is present, but at a frequency lower than 0.005 % of the nucleotides in the BESs. Species names have been abbreviated as follows: Tom.: tomato; Pot.: potato.

In contrast to the tomato BESs, only between 10.0% and 12.5% of the nucleotides in the potato BESs showed similarity to known *Magnoliaphytae*repeats (see Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, fifth and sixth columns). As in tomato, the majority of the repeats were found in the Gypsy (5.4 -- 8.6%) and Copia (2.5 -- 2.6%) retrotransposon families, whereas the fraction of ribosomal RNA genes was small (\<0.1 -- 0.5%). Potato appeared to contain approximately two times as many LINE and SINE elements as tomato (see Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), although the absolute percentages were low. Furthermore, a higher percentage of class II DNA transposons was observed in potato (1.0 -- 1.2%, versus 0.5 -- 0.7% in tomato), the majority of which could not be classified. In agreement with the differences observed between the tomato HBa (HindIII) and Eco libraries, the potato PPT (EcoRI) library had an overall lower repeat content than the POT (HindIII) library, and more specifically, a lower amount of Gypsy retrotransposons (5.4% versus 8.6% in the POT library). The PPT library was also enriched in ribosomal RNA genes in comparison to the POT library (0.5% versus less than 0.1%), just as was found comparing the Eco library to the HBa library in tomato.

Since similarity-based repeat detection can be limited by the size and diversity of the repeat database, a self-comparison of the BESs was performed in order to estimate the redundancy within the BESs. Even with the stringent requirement that at least 50% of a given query sequence match another BES with at least 90% identity, 52.0% of the nucleotides in the tomato BESs had a match to one or more other tomato BESs, and 19.0% matched five or more other BESs. The redundancy in the potato BESs was lower than in tomato; 39.0% of the nucleotides in the potato BESs had a hit to at least one other potato BESs, and 12.9% had a hit to five or more BESs. This difference could not be attributed solely to the larger number of tomato BESs, compared to the number of potato BESs; a self-comparison of the tomato HBa library, which is of approximately the same size as the potato POT and PPT libraries combined, showed that 50.7% of the nucleotides in this library matched at least one other HBa BES, and 16.8% matched five or more other HBa BESs. The percentage of nucleotides in both species that matched five or more other BESs was only slightly higher than the findings from the RepeatMasker analysis (see Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), suggesting that the repeat database used in this study was sufficient to detect the majority of highly abundant repeats in these species. These findings also confirm the observation from the similarity-based repeat detection that the tomato BESs are more repetitive than the potato BESs.

Simple sequence repeats
-----------------------

A total of 28,423 SSRs with a motif length between one and five nt, and a total length of at least 15 nt were detected in the tomato BESs, representing one SSR per 6.4 kb of genomic sequence. The term \'motif length\' is used here to describe the length of the motif that is repeated in the SSR; for example, an ATATAT repeat has a motif length of two (with AT being the motif). The most abundant motif length was five nucleotides (11,177 SSRs), followed by motif lengths of two (6,588 SSRs), four (4,596 SSRs), three (4,135 SSRs), and lastly one (1,927 SSRs).

In potato, 19,019 SSRs were found, out of which 3,964 (21%) belonged to class I (i.e., SSRs containing more than 10 motif repeats). Thus, the potato BESs had one SSR per 4.6 kb of genomic sequence, which is higher than that in tomato (one SSR per 6.4 kb). As in tomato, the most abundant motif length in the potato SSRs was five nucleotides (7,922 SSRs). However, the next most abundant length was three (3,941 SSRs), followed by motif lengths of two (3,270 SSRs), four (1,980 SSRs) and one (1,906 SSRs).

Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the primary SSR motifs in the tomato and potato BESs, ordered by motif length and relative frequency within the motifs of the same length. The most abundant SSR motifs in both datasets were AT-rich, with the di-nucleotide repeat AT/TA being the most abundant (16.6% of all tomato and 14.7% of all potato SSRs, respectively). Several motifs, such as AG/CT, AC/GT, AATT/AATT and AAAG/CTTT were more frequent in tomato than in potato, whereas other motifs, such as AAG/CTT, AAC/GTT, AACTC/GAGTT and AAACC/GGTTT were found predominantly in potato.

![**Distribution of the most abundant SSR motifs in the tomato and potato BESs**. The values on the Y axis represent the fraction of SSRs for each dataset that consist of the motifs listed on the X axis.](1471-2229-8-34-1){#F1}

Considering only the class I SSRs, the most abundant SSR motifs in tomato and potato were AT/TA (50.8 and 39.1% of all class I SSRs, respectively) and A/T (25.8 and 42.1%). In tomato, the di-nucleotide motifs AC/GT (6.3%) and AG/CT (5.7%) were the most abundant after these two, whereas in potato the mononucleotide C/G (6.0%) and tri-nucleotide AAT/ATT (4.5%) and AAG/CTT (3.7%) occurred at the second, third and fourth highest frequency, respectively. This suggests that the differences in primary motif frequencies between tomato and potato also hold when considering only class I SSRs.

Gene content
------------

In the tomato BESs, the percentage of nucleotides that matched by at least one database sequence ranged from 21.3% for the Eco library, to 30.5% for the Mbo library. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} presents a breakdown of these BLAST hits into three main categories (\'coding\', \'repeats\', and \'other\'), based on the keyword filtering described in Materials and Methods. Each category was then subdivided into \'masked\' and \'unmasked\' subcategories, with \'masked\' indicating an overlap with repetitive sequences identified by RepeatMasker, and \'unmasked\' indicating a lack of such overlap. In this way, the BLAST and RepeatMasker results were combined in order to generate the best possible estimation of the percentage of putative protein-coding nucleotides in the BESs. The \'coding\' category represents the percentage of nucleotides that matched one or more database sequences, and were not identified as repetitive by the keyword filtering. After removing the overlap with repeats identified by RepeatMasker, the percentage of coding nucleotides in the three libraries ranged from 3.5% for the Mbo library to 4.6% for the HBa library (the \'coding unmasked\' category in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The Mbo library had the highest percentage of the three libraries in the \'coding masked\' category, which is likely the result of the high number of ribosomal repeat sequences in this library that have escaped the keyword filtering. The \'repeats\' category contains the BLAST matches to transposon and other repeat related sequences. In all three libraries, there was a considerable fraction of nucleotides that the keyword filtering assigned to the \'repeats\' category but that did not overlap with the repeats identified by RepeatMasker (i.e. the \'repeats unmasked\' category). This fraction ranged from 6.9% in the Eco library to 8.4% in the HBa library and may represent a combination of repeats that were missed by RepeatMasker and true protein-coding genes that were miss-classified by the keyword filtering. The final category in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, \'other\', represents all non-transposon-related repetitive sequences that were identified by the keyword filtering (all keyword terms other than \"Transposon terms\" from Additional File [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![**Percentage of nucleotides in the BESs covered by BLASTX hits to the non-redundant protein database**. The BLAST hits have been divided into three categories (\'coding\', \' repeats\', \'other\') based on keyword filtering. Each category has subsequently been divided into \'masked\' (i.e., overlapping with repeats identified by RepeatMasker) and \'unmasked\' (i.e., no overlap with repeats identified by RepeatMasker) subcategories. Species names have been abbreviated as follows: Tom.: tomato; Pot.: potato.](1471-2229-8-34-2){#F2}

In the potato POT and PPT libraries, 24.3 and 20.5% of the nucleotides matched the protein database, respectively. While these numbers were slightly lower than those for the tomato HBa and Eco libraries (28.5 and 21.3%, respectively), the percentage of nucleotides assigned to the \'coding\' category (6.8 and 6.3%) was larger than those of the corresponding tomato libraries (4.6 and 3.9%), suggesting that potato may have a larger gene repertoire than tomato. Furthermore, the number of transposon regions and other repeat-related regions that was found in this comparison to the protein database was more than 1.5-fold higher for tomato than for potato. This is consistent with the difference in transposon content that was found in the repeat analysis.

Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of the BLASTN comparison of the BESs to species-specific EST databases. The matches were divided into two categories, \'masked\' and \'unmasked\'. The \'masked\' category contains the nucleotides that had a match in the EST database, but were found to be repetitive in the RepeatMasker analysis; the \'unmasked\' category contains the nucleotides that did not overlap with repeats. In the tomato libraries, between 10.2 and 19.1% of the nucleotides matched one or more tomato EST sequences. The Mbo library had the highest EST coverage (19.1%), but more than half of these matches (10.3%) were \'masked\'. The percentage of nucleotides in the \'unmasked\' category ranged from 6.8% in the Eco library to 8.8% in the Mbo library.

![**Percentage of nucleotides in the BESs covered by BLASTN hits to the species-specific transcript databases**. The BLAST hits have been divided into \'masked\' (i.e., overlapping with repeats identified by RepeatMasker) and \'unmasked\' (i.e., no overlap with repeats identified by RepeatMasker) categories. Species names have been abbreviated as follows: Tom.: tomato; Pot.: potato.](1471-2229-8-34-3){#F3}

For the potato BESs, 11.1% (POT) and 11.5% (PPT) of the nucleotides had match in the potato EST database, which is in fairly good agreement with the tomato HBa and Eco comparisons versus the tomato database (11.3 and 10.2%, respectively; see also Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Fewer matches in the potato BESs were \'masked\' than in tomato, confirming the observation from the BLASTX comparison to the protein database that the potato BESs have more protein coding nucleotides and lower repeat content.

Functional annotation
---------------------

A total of 30,335 GO terms, out of which 585 unique terms, were assigned to the tomato HBa BESs based matches in the Pfam database (see Additional Files [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [4](#S4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [5](#S5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for an overview of all GO terms and their corresponding frequencies in the tomato and potato BESs). Although there were more than half as many Eco BESs as HBa BESs, only 7,647 GO terms (403 unique terms) were assigned to them. In potato, 17,060 terms (544 unique terms) were assigned to the POT library, whereas only 9,312 terms (419 unique terms) were assigned to the PPT library. Comparing the GO annotations of tomato to those of potato (for libraries generated with the same restriction enzyme) resulted in 18 significantly overrepresented terms between the HindIII digested libraries (seven in tomato HBa, and eleven in potato POT; P values are found in Additional File [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and nine significantly overrepresented terms between the EcoRI digested libraries (seven in tomato Eco, and two in potato PPT; P values are found in Additional File [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In both species, many of the terms that were overrepresented in the HindIII libraries compared to their EcoRI counterparts were related to retrotransposon activity, such as DNA binding (GO:0003677), DNA integration (GO:0015074), RNA-directed DNA polymerase activity (GO:0005634), and chromatin-related terms (GO:0000785, GO:0003682, GO:0006333). Furthermore, many of these transposon-related terms were significantly overrepresented in tomato, compared to potato (P value \< 10^-4^; individual P values are found in Additional Files [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is consistent with the findings from the RepeatMasker and BLAST analyses discussed above. Surprisingly, some terms that were overrepresented in both the EcoRI digested libraries could be linked to transcription factor genes. In tomato, zinc ion binding (GO:0008270), DNA-dependent regulation of transcription (GO:0006355), and transcription factor activity (GO:0003700) were overrepresented in the Eco library. The potato PPT library was enriched for zinc ion binding (GO:0008270), nucleic acid binding (GO:0003676), and transcription factor activity (GO:0003700).

Analysis of the protein families identified by PANTHER revealed similar trends for the number of matches, both within and between the tomato and potato libraries (see Additional Files [6](#S6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [7](#S7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [8](#S8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [9](#S9){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for an overview of all PANTHER terms and their corresponding frequencies in the tomato and potato BESs). In tomato, 1,064 distinct families were found in the HBa BESs for a total of 28,984 hits, and 8,226 hits representing 654 families were found in the Eco BESs. Analysis of the potato POT library revealed 951 distinct PANTHER families for a total of 13,821 hits; however, only 6,926 hits to 716 families were found in the PPT BESs. Two and three PANTHER families were found to be overrepresented in the tomato HBa and Eco libraries, compared to eleven and five overrepresented families in the potato POT and PPT libraries, respectively.

Consistent with the greater abundance of Gypsy retrotransposons in the HindIII libraries of both tomato and potato, the GAG/POL/ENV polyprotein (PTHR10178) PANTHER family was found to be overrepresented in both HindIII libraries, compared to the corresponding EcoRI libraries. Furthermore, the GAG-POL-related retrotransposon (PTHR11439) PANTHER family was relatively more abundant in the EcoRI libraries, which also agrees with the difference in the Gypsy:Copia ratio between the HindIII and EcoRI libraries (see also Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Both of these retrotransposon-related terms were found to be significantly (P value \< 10^-4^; individual P values are found in Additional Files [6](#S6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [7](#S7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) overrepresented in tomato when compared to potato. In the tomato Eco library, transcription-factor related terms such as zinc finger CCHC domain contain protein (PTHR23002), zinc finger protein (PTHR11389) and MADS box protein (PTHR11945) were significantly overrepresented (P values 4.0\*10^-13^, 7.8\*10^-7^, and 1.5\*10^-6^, respectively), confirming the results from the GO analysis. No transcription-factor related PANTHER families were significantly overrepresented in the potato PPT library.

Between tomato and potato, the majority of the overrepresented terms in potato corresponded to important biological and biochemical processes. For example, zinc finger CCHC domain containing proteins (PTHR23002) and general transcription factor 2-related zinc finger proteins (PTHR11697) occurred with a significantly (P value 2.2\*10^-16^for both) higher frequency in potato POT than in tomato HBa; the latter was also overrepresented in the potato PPT library. This was also reflected in the GO annotation through terms such as nucleic acid binding (GO:0003676) and zinc ion binding (GO:0008270). The overrepresentation of these terms relative to tomato suggests an expansion of transcription factors or other genes for DNA binding proteins in the potato genome.

Another example is the cytochrome P450 superfamily (PTHR19383), which was also found in the GO analysis through terms such as iron ion binding (GO:0005506) and mono-oxygenase activity (GO:0004497). Cytochrome P450 proteins play important roles in the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites, and the overrepresentation of these proteins in potato could indicate an expanded network of pathways that synthesize secondary metabolites in potato.

A final example involves the large family of plant-type serine-threonine protein kinases (PTHR23258), which are known to play important roles in disease resistance in various plant species (for example, the Pto gene in tomato \[[@B14]\]). In the PANTHER database, this family consists of 104 different subfamilies, 71 of which were found in the tomato and potato BESs. Out of these 71 subfamilies, 15 were found only in tomato, and five were unique to potato. Most of the subfamilies that were found in both species were overrepresented in potato, such as LRR receptor-like kinases (PTHR23258:SF462) and LRR transmembrane kinases (PTHR23258:SF474). Several subfamilies occurred at a higher frequency in tomato, including serine/threonine specific receptor-like protein kinases (PTHR23258:SF416) and Pto-like kinases (PTHR23258:SF418). Thus, while the complement of serine-threonine protein kinases in potato exceeds that of tomato, several of the subfamilies have expanded specifically in tomato. This may reflect an adaptation for resistance to different pathogens, or a difference in the dominant mechanism of pathogen resistance between these species.

Comparative genome mapping
--------------------------

Out of the 135,842 pairs of tomato BESs that were compared to the *A. thaliana*genome, 15,283 pairs had one or more matches. These matches were divided into five categories, as is shown in the last five columns of Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. The \'single end\' category represents the BAC end pairs from which only one of the two sequences had a match to the *A. thaliana*genome, and contained the majority of the matches (10,191). Paired end matches, in which the BESs from the same BAC each had a match to a different chromosome, were assigned to the \'non-linear\' category. The \'gapped\' category contained 4,836 BAC end pairs that matched to the same *A. thaliana*chromosome with a distance between the paired matches that was either smaller than 50 kb or larger than 500 kb. The final two categories represented the BACs from which both end sequences were matched to the genome within a distance of 50 to 500 kb of each other, either in the correct orientation with respect to each other (\'colinear\'), or rearranged with respect to each other (\'rearranged\'). Out of the 4,840 tomato BES pairs that hit to the same *A. thaliana*chromosome, three pairs fell into the \'colinear\' category, and one pair fell into the \'rearranged\' category, suggesting the presence of four putative micro-syntenic regions between tomato and *A. thaliana*.

###### 

BLASTN hits between the tomato and potato BESs, and the A. thaliana genome

               No hit        Single end   Non-linear   Gapped      Colinear   Rearranged
  ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ ----------- ---------- ------------
  **Tomato**   **120,559**   **10,191**   **252**      **4,836**   **3**      **1**
   HBa         57,489        5,469        159          50          1          1
   Eco         30,529        1,655        33           1,279       2          0
   Mbo         32,541        3,067        60           3,507       0          0
  **Potato**   **51,361**    **4,102**    **82**       **115**     **1**      **1**
   POT         31,568        2,718        57           18          1          0
   PPT         19,793        1,384        25           97          0          1

Potato had 55,662 pairs of BESs, out of which 117 pairs were mapped to the *A. thaliana*genome, with both BESs of the pair matching the same chromosome. Two potato BACs displayed putative microsynteny based on the end sequence matches, one of which was colinear, whereas the other represented a possible rearrangement. In comparison to tomato, potato had very few BACs that fell into the \'gapped\' category, although the smaller PPT library had more than five times as many sequences in this category as the POT library. Interestingly, the large majority of the tomato BACs that fell into this category was from the Eco and Mbo libraries (1,279 and 3,507, respectively). The EcoRI and MboI digested libraries were found to contain a high fraction of ribosomal RNA genes in the RepeatMasker analysis, and indeed more than 80% of the sequences from these libraries that fell into the \'gapped\' category contained ribosomal RNA genes.

Repeating the same analysis against the *P. trichocarpa*genome, only 708 of the tomato BES pairs matched with both ends to the same chromosome (the sum of the last three columns in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). It should be noted here that *P. trichocarpa*has both a larger number of chromosomes than *A. thaliana*(19 versus 5) and approximately twenty-two thousand additional contig sequences that have not yet been integrated into the chromosome pseudomolecules. Based on these numbers alone, one would expect a smaller number of paired BESs to map to the same chromosome or contig sequence. Even so, *P. trichocarpa*displayed more regions of micro-synteny with tomato than *A. thaliana*: 73 pairs of BESs mapped within a distance between 50 and 500 kb of the other BES in the pair. More than two-thirds of these matches (51, the \'colinear\' category in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}) showed colinearity between tomato and *P. trichocarpa*, whereas the remaining 22 hits represented rearrangements in their respective regions of micro-synteny.

###### 

BLASTN hits between the tomato and potato BESs, and the P. trichocarpa genome

               No hit        Single end   Non-linear   Gapped    Colinear   Rearranged
  ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------ --------- ---------- ------------
  **Tomato**   **110,633**   **18,904**   **5,597**    **635**   **51**     **22**
   HBa         52,083        10,297       666          68        38         17
   Eco         28,630        3,341        1,174        344       6          3
   Mbo         29,920        5,266        3,757        223       7          2
  **Potato**   **46,189**    **8,844**    **554**      **34**    **24**     **17**
   POT         28,116        5,899        300          19        17         11
   PPT         18,073        2,945        254          15        7          6

Consistent with the difference between the tomato -- *A. thaliana*and tomato -- *P. trichocarpa*mappings, a smaller number of potato BES pairs (75) could be mapped with both ends to the same chromosome in *P. trichocarpa*, than in *A. thaliana*. Of these, there were 41 regions of potential microsynteny, out of which 24 were colinear. Compared to tomato, the \'non-linear\' and to a lesser extent the \'gapped\' categories were underrepresented in potato. Again these differences seem to originate from the fact that many of the BESs in the Eco and Mbo libraries contain ribosomal RNA genes. The majority of these sequences fell into the \'non-linear\' category in the *P. trichocarpa*comparison, rather than the \'gapped\' category as was the case with *A. thaliana*, due to the ribosomal RNA genes being contained in some of the unassembled contig sequences rather than in the chromosomal pseudomolecules.

Discussion
==========

Sequence properties
-------------------

Based on the differences between the libraries in both tomato and potato, it seems unlikely that any of these partial digestion-based libraries represents an unbiased cross section of the genome. For example, in tomato the Mbo library has a higher GC percentage than the HBa and Eco libraries. This difference is likely caused by the length and GC content of the restriction sites that were targeted in the digestion of the genome: both the HindIII and EcoRI sites (AAGCTT and GAATTC, respectively) have a length of six nucleotides and a GC content of 33.3%, whereas the MboI site (GATC) has a length of four nucleotides and a GC content of 50%. The consequences of this are clearly visible in the results of the gene and repeat content analyses presented in this paper: results differ markedly among libraries made with different enzymes. However, we think it reasonable to assume that tomato and potato libraries derived from digestion with the same restriction enzyme would have similar sequence bias. Using this assumption, we strive to minimize any effect of sequence bias on our results by maintaining logical separation of BESs from different libraries, and only directly comparing data for BESs from libraries constructed with the same restriction enzymes.

The tomato BESs (and specifically the Mbo BESs) are shorter than the potato BESs on average. The difference in average sequence length between the tomato HindIII and EcoRI libraries and their potato counterparts is approximately 60 nt for both libraries and is most likely the result of a difference in sequencing quality and equipment. However, we think it reasonable to assume that a difference in sequence length on this scale would not influence the results of the similarity-based analyses that have been performed in this study.

Repeat density and categorization
---------------------------------

Both the tomato and potato libraries vary in total repeat content and in ratios between repeat types. For example, ribosomal DNA sequences are overrepresented in the tomato Mbo and Eco, and the potato PPT libraries, relative to the tomato HBa and potato POT library, respectively. This phenomenon was also observed in a study of *Zea mays*BESs \[[@B15]\], where it was attributed to the presence of many MboI sites in the *Z. mays*ribosomal DNA cluster, compared to one EcoRI site, and no HindIII sites. By similar reasoning, the under-representation of Gypsy retrotransposons in the Eco and PPT libraries might result from a lower frequency of EcoRI sites in this element compared to HindIII and MboI sites.

The discrepancy between the repeats identified by RepeatMasker (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) and BLASTX (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) indicates the need for tomato- and potato-specific repeat databases. A repeat database had previously been generated from the tomato BESs (L. Mueller, unpublished data), however comparing the tomato BESs to this database using RepeatMasker resulted in approximately 60% of the tomato BESs being annotated as repetitive (data not shown). The majority of these repeats could however not be assigned to a known repeat family. Thus, while the findings in this paper may present an underestimation of the actual repeat content of the tomato and potato BESs, the findings from the RepeatMasker and BLASTX analyses both clearly suggest a higher repeat content in the tomato BESs than in the potato BESs.

A correlation between genome size and retrotransposon content has previously been identified in the *Brassicaceae*\[[@B16]\]. There, it was found that the retrotransposon content increases with genome size, from approximately 7 to 10% in *A. thaliana*(genome size 125 Mb), to 14% in *Brassica rapa*(genome size 530 Mb), to 20% in *B. olacerea*(genome size 700 Mb). Comparing this to cereal crops such as *Oryza sativa*(genome size 430 Mb, 35% retrotransposons \[[@B17]\] and *Z. mays*(genome size 2,365 Mb, 56% retrotransposons \[[@B15]\]) suggests that while the actual retrotransposon content in cereals is higher than in *Brassicaceae*, the correlation with genome size may be universally present in plants. The data presented in this research indicate that genome expansion in the *Solanaceae*is also associated with retrotransposon amplification; potato (genome size 840 Mb) has an estimated retrotransposon content between 8.2 (PPT) and 11.4% (POT), whereas that of tomato (genome size 950 Mb) is notably higher (9.3% for the Eco library, and 17.0% for the HBa library).

The ratio between Gypsy and Copia retrotransposon sequences in the tomato BESs is between 1:1 and 2:1, whereas this ratio in the potato BESs is between 2:1 and 3:1. While this ratio clearly differs within each species between libraries generated with a different restriction enzyme, the difference in ratios between tomato and potato is observed in both the HindIII and the EcoRI digested libraries (see Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). In *A. thaliana*\[[@B18]\], *B. rapa*\[[@B16]\], *Carica papaya*\[[@B19]\] and *Z. mays*\[[@B15]\], this ratio is approximately 1:1. The tomato and potato genomes appear more similar to the *O. sativa*genome in this respect, where the Gypsy to Copia ratio was found to be around 2:1 \[[@B17]\]. The difference in the Gypsy:Copia ratio between tomato and potato suggests that the retrotransposon amplification associated with the genome expansion in tomato is predominantly the result of additional Copia copies.

Simple sequence repeats
-----------------------

The most abundant SSRs in all size categories for both tomato and potato were AT-rich. This is consistent with findings in other plant species, such as *A. thaliana*\[[@B20]\], *B. rapa*\[[@B16]\], *C. papaya*\[[@B19]\], *Glycine max*\[[@B21]\], and *Musa acuminata*\[[@B22]\]. In both potato and tomato, penta-nucleotide repeats are the most common form of SSRs, and AAAAT is the predominant repeat motif. This is in sharp contrast to previously studied plant species, in which di- and penta-nucleotide repeats generally occur least frequently \[[@B23]\]. In many plant species, such as *A. thaliana*, *B. rapa*\[[@B16]\], and *O. sativa*\[[@B24],[@B25]\], tri-nucleotide repeats are the most abundant microsatellites. However, BES analysis of *C. papaya*\[[@B19]\], *G. max*\[[@B21]\] and *M. acuminata*\[[@B22]\] suggests that di-nucleotide repeats are more common in these plant species. Thus, both tomato and potato display a unique distribution of microsatellite frequencies compared to other studied plant species.

The tomato BESs have a higher fraction of di- and tetra-nucleotide repeats compared to the potato BESs. This may be because one or more of the tomato BAC end libraries are enriched for BACs that are derived from centromeric regions in the tomato genome, as these regions have previously been found to be enriched for long, class I di- and tetra-nucleotide repeats \[[@B26]\]. However, the relative enrichment for di- and tetra-nucleotide repeats in tomato compared to potato is observed in all three tomato libraries; this would only be compatible with the hypothesis of enrichment for centromeric regions if these regions contain more HindIII, EcoRI and MboI sites than average for the tomato genome.

Gene content
------------

After repeat masking and keyword filtering, the percentage of nucleotides in the potato POT and PPT BESs that have a match in the non-redundant protein database is 1.5- to 1.6-fold that of the tomato HBa and Eco BESs, respectively. Both the percentage of nucleotides and the number of BESs having a hit to the protein database after repeat masking and keyword filtering are higher in potato (13.8% in the POT library; 12.9% in the PPT library) than in tomato (8.7% in the HBa library; 7.9% in the Eco library), supporting the hypothesis that potato has more putative protein-coding regions than tomato. In the BLASTN comparison of the BESs to the ESTs, a similar discrepancy between potato and tomato was observed, with potato having a 1.3- to 1.4-fold higher EST coverage than tomato. Furthermore, cross-comparisons of the tomato BESs to the potato ESTs and vice versa confirmed that the difference in EST coverage of the BESs was not caused by a difference in number of unique transcripts between the tomato and potato EST collections (data not shown). The difference between the BLAST comparisons to the protein and transcript databases may be attributed to the presence of full-length cDNA sequences in the tomato transcript data, whereas these are not present in the potato data, resulting in an overrepresentation in the tomato BESs for the interior regions of coding sequences. Even if one assumes that this more conservative lower bound is correct, the results still suggest that potato has a larger gene repertoire than tomato since the tomato genome is only approximately 1.1 times larger than the potato genome.

In both tomato and potato, a smaller percentage of nucleotides show similarity to the EST database than to the protein database, while the percentage of non-repetitive coding sequence in the EST database comparison (the \'unmasked\' category in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) is higher than that in the protein database comparison (the \'coding unmasked\' category in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Surprisingly, the majority of the matches to the protein and transcript databases do not overlap. For example, in the tomato HBa library, 8.1% and 4.6% of the nucleotides have a match in the EST and protein databases, respectively, while only 1.6% have a match in both. Similarly, for the potato POT library, only 2.5% of the nucleotides have a match in both the transcript and protein sequences, whereas the individual percentages of nucleotides that have a match in these databases are 10.2% and 6.8%, respectively. On one hand, the matches to the EST databases that do not overlap with matches to the protein database may represent unique, taxon- or species-specific protein-coding genes that are not represented in the non-redundant protein database, or transcribed but untranslated regions in these genomes. On the other hand, matches to the protein database that do not overlap with matches in the EST database may indicate either the presence of genes that were not sufficiently expressed in the tissues under the conditions that were sampled during EST library construction, or mis-annotated or otherwise incorrect sequences in the protein database.

The EST data likely provides the most reliable sampling of the true protein coding regions in these genomes, since it is based on experimental data that contain species-specific sequences not available in the protein database. Due to the selection for poly-A tails that is normally used in the construction of EST libraries, the number of non-protein coding transcripts will be relatively small. Taking the nucleotides from the HBa and Eco libraries that match ESTs and do not overlap with repeats as a measure of coding sequences, the tomato genome (950 Mb) is estimated to contain between 64.8 and 77.1 Mb of coding regions. Similarly, assuming a genome size of 840 Mb, the total coding region length for potato would be between 82.5 and 85.4 Mb. These numbers set lower bounds on the estimated coding content of these genomes, as the EST data is unlikely to represent the full complement of full-length protein-coding sequences in these genomes.

Previous estimates put the gene content of tomato at 35,000 genes, based on an analysis of 27,274 UniGenes and 6 BAC sequences \[[@B27]\]. If these 35,000 genes are indeed represented by 71.0 Mb of coding sequence (the average of the estimations for the HBa and Eco libraries), then the average transcript length of tomato would be approximately 2.0 kb. This is longer than the average transcript length in *A. thaliana*, which is 1.2 kb according to the TAIR7 genome annotation \[[@B28]\]. Assuming the same average transcript length, potato (84.0 Mb of coding sequence, averaged over the two libraries) would contain approximately 41,400 genes, or 6,400 more genes than tomato. Since the data presented here are based on similarity-searches on short genomic sequences only, this difference does not necessarily represent a difference in functional genes, but may also reflect a larger proportion of pseudogenes or otherwise non-functional alleles in potato.

Functional annotation
---------------------

The results from the GO and PANTHER analysis generally show a similar trend. The tomato BESs have more GO terms and PANTHER families associated to them than the potato BESs do. However, the potato BESs have a larger number of unique terms associated to them. This agrees with the results of the BLASTX comparison to the non-redundant protein database, where it was found that the tomato BESs have a higher overall coverage of BLAST hits, but a lower percentage of putative protein coding regions (see also Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

In both the GO term and PANTHER family analyses, the majority of the terms occur at a relatively low frequency. For example, in the tomato HBa versus potato POT comparison, only 131 out of the 730 distinct GO terms that were assigned to the BESs occurred ten or more times in at least one of the species. This group of 131 GO terms contained all 18 of the terms that were significantly (P values \< 10^-4^) overrepresented in one of the species in this comparison. Moreover, 39 out of these 131 terms were found at least 50 times in at least one species, and this subgroup contained 16 out of the 18 significantly overrepresented terms. Similarly, in the PANTHER family analysis, 119 out of the 1,352 distinct families that were found in the BESs occurred at least ten times in at least one species, out of which 12 families were found at least 50 times. The 119 families that were found at least ten times contained every one of the 13 families that were significantly overrepresented in one of the species; ten of these were counted more than 50 times in at least one species. While only the tomato HBa versus potato POT comparison is shown here, the other comparisons show a similar pattern, indicating that many of the highly abundant GO terms and PANTHER families are significantly overrepresented in either tomato or potato. The majority of these overrepresented terms and families are most abundant in potato, and represent biologically important functions and processes. In tomato, a smaller number of terms and families is overrepresented; these are primarily connected to structural genomic features such as retrotransposons.

The overrepresentation of transposon-related GO terms and PANTHER families in tomato was consistent with the results of the repeat analysis, confirming the observations that tomato is richer in retrotransposons than potato. However, in the PANTHER analysis, reverse transcriptases (PTHR19446) were significantly overrepresented in potato. At first glance, this does not correspond well with the overrepresentation of RNA-directed DNA polymerase activity (GO:0003964) and RNA-dependent DNA replication (GO:0006278) in tomato. However, in both tomato and potato, the large majority of the reverse transcriptases originated from non-LTR retroelements (PTHR19446:SF34), which in fact is consistent with the higher frequency of non-LTR retrotransposons in potato found in the RepeatMasker analysis (see also Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

The cytochrome P450 mono-oxygenases represent a large gene superfamily in plants that are commonly associated with the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites. In *A. thaliana*, at least 272 P450 genes have been found, representing approximately one percent of the gene complement of this species. In *O. sativa*, this family is even larger, with 458 P450 genes identified so far \[[@B29]\]. Not all the P450s in these genomes represent true protein-coding sequences; in *A. thaliana*, 90% of the genes are truly protein coding, compared to 72% in *O. sativa*. In total, 66 distinct families of P450 genes were identified in *A. thaliana*and *O. sativa*, several of which were found to be overrepresented in either of these species. Moreover, some families were present in one, but completely absent in the other species \[[@B30]\]. In the HindIII and EcoRI libraries, 186 and 209 BESs that could be associated with the cytochrome P450 PANTHER family (PTHR19383) were found in tomato and potato, respectively. Since these BAC end sequences represent approximately 14% and 10% of their respective genomes, these data suggest an enormous expansion of P450 genes in the *Solanaceae*. This could be the result of an expansion of specific P450 families, but also of the evolution of species- or family-specific P450s. For example, the allene oxide synthase has currently only been found in Solanaceous species, including tomato and *Petunia inflata*\[[@B31]\]. The overrepresentation of P450s in potato compared to tomato may be another result of species-specific P450 families, but may also indicate expansion of families that are shared between these species.

Comparative genome mapping
--------------------------

In this study, paired BAC ends have been exploited to detect regions of microsynteny between the Solanaceous species tomato and potato, and the model plant organisms *A. thaliana*and *P. trichocarpa*. Using similar approaches, microsynteny has been observed between *A. thaliana*and *B. rapa*\[[@B16]\]; *C. papaya*and *P. trichocarpa*\[[@B19]\]; and *M. acuminata*and *O. sativa*\[[@B22]\].

A higher number of tomato and potato BACs display microsynteny to *P. trichocarpa*, than to *A. thaliana*. The reduced level of microsynteny between tomato/potato and *A. thaliana*is not likely a difference in evolutionary distances between these species. Both *A. thaliana*and *P. trichocarpa*are part of the rosids clade, whereas tomato and potato belong to the asterids clade. It may be the result of a recent duplication of the *A. thaliana*genome, followed by the loss of roughly 70% of the duplicated genes \[[@B32]\]. Assuming that this loss occurred randomly, the large majority of possible microsyntenic regions that existed before the duplication will have disappeared due to the major local expansions and contractions that would be associated with such a duplication and subsequent loss. This hypothesis is strengthened by the observation that only approximately 1% of 12,000 *A. thaliana*BES pairs could previously be mapped within 300 kb to the *P. trichocarpa*genome, indicating that the organization of these genomes is indeed vastly different \[[@B19]\].

Regions of microsynteny have previously been detected between tomato/potato and *A. thaliana*. A 57 kb region of tomato chromosome 7 containing five genes was shown to be syntenic with a 30 kb region on *A. thaliana*chromosome 1, although the order and orientation of the genes suggested two inversion events \[[@B33]\]. In another study, a 105 kb BAC sequence matched to four different segments on *A. thaliana*chromosomes 2, 3, 4, and 5; however, each of the four regions in *A. thaliana*were shorter than their tomato counterpart \[[@B34]\]. Recently, five microsyntenic blocks were detected between a region on potato chromosome 5 harbouring a QTL for resistance to late blight and root cyst nematodes, and *A. thaliana*chromosomes 1, 3 and 5 \[[@B35]\]. These syntenic blocks spanned between three and seven ORFs, and were interrupted by non-syntenic blocks. In each of these examples, the microsynteny between tomato/potato and *A. thaliana*involves shorter regions on the *A. thaliana*genome than the average tomato and potato BAC sequence length. Furthermore, regions of (micro-)synteny are often detected between coding sequences, whereas the fraction of coding sequences in the tomato and potato BESs is relatively low (\< 10%), providing a good explanation for the reduced amount of microsynteny between these species observed here.

Synteny between potato and *A. thaliana*has also been identified on a genome-wide level using a comparative mapping approach. This revealed 90 putative syntenic blocks between potato and *A. thaliana*that cover 41% of the potato genetic map, and 50% of the *A. thaliana*physical map \[[@B36]\]. These syntenic blocks were unevenly distributed over the potato genetic map, and redundant in respect to the number of areas on the *A. thaliana*genome that displayed synteny to most areas on the potato map. The regions of microsynteny between tomato/potato and *A. thaliana*that were found with the BES-based approach described in this study could not be used to confirm or renounce any putative higher-order syntenic regions, due to the relatively short distances between the BAC ends.

Six paired tomato BAC end matches cluster in the 16.0 -- 20.2 Mb interval of *P. trichocarpa*chromosome 10. Furthermore, seven pairs of potato BESs map to the partially overlapping interval between 15.2 -- 19.4 Mb, indicating the presence of either a number of distinct microsyntenic regions, or possibly a single region of macrosynteny, between the tomato/potato and *P. trichocarpa*genomes. These findings provide an interesting starting point for a detailed comparison between these species in this region, once more tomato and potato genomic sequences become available.

Conclusion
==========

The large scale analysis of tomato and potato BESs presented in this paper revealed many interesting structural and functional differences between the genomes of these closely related species. We have shown that the tomato genome is not only more repetitive than the potato genome, but that these genomes also differ in their repeat composition, most importantly in the distribution of Gypsy and Copia retrotransposons. In contrast to other studied plant genomes, we have shown that the tomato and potato genomes contain a large number of SSRs with a motif length of five, which may be a unique feature of Solanaceous genomes.

Comparative analysis of the putative protein coding regions in these BESs revealed an enrichment of these regions in the potato genome. Moreover, several protein families were found to be overrepresented in potato compared to tomato, such as cytochrome P450 mono-oxygenases and serine-threonine protein kinases. The P450 superfamily appears to have expanded dramatically in both species compared to *A. thaliana*, suggesting an expanded network of secondary metabolic pathways in the *Solanaceae*.

Both tomato and potato appear to have low microsynteny with *A. thaliana*, which is likely a result of this species\' relatively recent genomic rearrangement. A higher degree of synteny was observed with *P. trichocarpa*. Difference in evolutionary distances is not likely to be the reason for this increased microsynteny, since both *A. thaliana*and *P. trichocarpa*are part of the rosids clade, whereas tomato and potato belong to the asterids clade.

Taken together, these findings present a first glimpse into the evolution of Solanaceous genomes, both within the family and relative to other plant species. When the complete genomic sequences of these species become available, whole-genome comparisons and protein- or repeat-family specific studies may shed more light on the intriguing observations made in this paper.

Methods
=======

BAC end sequences
-----------------

Tomato BESs from the HBa (HindIII), Eco (EcoRI) and Mbo (MboI) libraries were obtained from SGN FTP site \[[@B13]\]. For all analyses, the \'screened_and_trimmed\' sets (bacends_combined_screened_and_trimmed.v4.seq) were used, in which low-quality regions and vector sequences have been trimmed, and sequences shorter than 150 nt have been removed. Additionally, this file excludes BESs with hits to the mitochondrial genome of *Arabidopsis thaliana*\[[@B28]\] and the chloroplast genome of *N. tabacum*(NCBI GenBank accession [NC_001879.2](NC_001879.2)), based on a BLASTN search with an E-value cutoff of 10^-10^. Potato BESs, which have undergone quality and vector clipping, were downloaded from the GSS section of NCBI GenBank \[[@B37]\] using the query \"RHPOKEY\". All sequences shorter than 150 nt and sequences with BLASTN (blastall 2.2.15) \[[@B38]\] hits to the *A. thaliana*mitochondrial or *N. tabacum*chloroplast genomes with a E-value lower than 10^-10^were removed in order to be consistent with the tomato data. Recently, the tomato and potato chloroplast genomes have become available; however, it can be assumed that the *A. thaliana*mitochondrial genome is sufficiently similar to these genomes, and as such additional filtering was not deemed necessary \[[@B39],[@B40]\].

Repeat density and categorization
---------------------------------

Repeats were identified in the tomato and potato BESs through similarity searches to the *Magnoliaphyta*section of the RepBase repeat database (release 2006-10-06) \[[@B41]\], using RepeatMasker 3.1.5 \[[@B42]\] and cross_match 0.990319 \[[@B43]\]. The repeat density was then calculated as the percentage of nucleotides in the BESs that had one or more hits to the repeat database. Classification of repeat families was derived from the annotation in the RepBase database. Redundancy in the BESs was detected with BLASTN (blastall 2.2.15), by comparing the tomato and potato BES data to itself and removing all matches of a sequence to itself. The E-value cutoff was set to 10^-5^and BLAST hits were removed if they did not have a minimum coverage of 50% of the query sequence with 90% identity.

Simple sequence repeats
-----------------------

Microsatellites were detected using a modified version of the Sputnik software \[[@B44]\]. Running parameters were set to return all SSRs spanning at least 15 nucleotides, with a motif length between 1 and 5 (i.e., mono-, di-, tri-, tetra-, and penta-nucleotide repeats), and a minimum score of 8. Microsatellites identified in this manner were divided into two classes; class I, which has 10 or more motif repeats; and class II, which has fewer than 10 motif repeats \[[@B21]\].

Gene content
------------

The gene content of the BESs was estimated through BLAST searches using blastall 2.2.15. The BESs were compared to the NCBI GenBank non-redundant protein database (release 2007-02-16) \[[@B45]\] using BLASTX, and to the Kazusa KTU2 tomato EST database \[[@B46]\] and the CAB PotatEST potato EST database (January 2007 release) \[[@B6]\] using BLASTN. For all BLAST searches an E-value cutoff of 10^-5^was used, and the best five hits were evaluated. Additionally, a 90% identity cutoff was used for the BLASTN searches to the transcript databases.

In order to distinguish between true, putative protein-coding regions, and transposon- or contamination-related regions, the BLAST matches to the non-redundant protein database were filtered based on keyword matches in the BLAST hit descriptions. An overview of the keywords that were used to filter the BLAST results can be found in Additional File [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In general, these keywords described sequences that show similarity to bacterial contamination, transposon-related, chloroplast, mitochondrial and ribosomal protein sequences. Any BLAST match that was not filtered out by any of the keywords was considered to represent a non-repetitive, protein-coding region.

Functional annotation
---------------------

Tomato HBa and Eco, and potato POT and PPT BESs were functionally annotated through comparisons against the Pfam (version 21.0) \[[@B47]\] and PANTHER (version 6.1) \[[@B48]\] protein family databases, using InterProScan 4.3.1 \[[@B49]\]. GO terms from the Pfam annotations, and PANTHER family (but not subfamily) identifiers from the PANTHER annotations, were extracted from the merged output file of InterProScan. For each GO term and PANTHER family, the number of matching tomato and potato BESs was counted; if a single GO term or PANTHER family was assigned to the same sequence multiple times, for example due to multiple open reading frames in the same sequence, it was only counted once.

Subsequently, the counts were compared pairwise using a two-sided Fisher\'s exact test from the R software suite \[[@B50]\]. Note that GO term annotations are not always assigned independently of each other (as is required by Fisher\'s exact test), meaning that some terms often or exclusively occur together as they both describe different aspects of a single biological process or function. However, for simplicity, these higher order dependencies between GO terms are ignored, which may lead to an overestimation of the number of distinct overrepresented terms. Additionally, to mitigate error caused by differences in bias between libraries made with different restriction enzymes, direct inter-species comparisons are made only between BESs from libraries made with the same restriction enzyme. Lastly, the null hypothesis here is that there is no difference in abundance for a GO term or PANTHER family between the tomato and potato BESs, whereas the alternative hypothesis indicates a difference. A conservative P value cut-off of 10^-4^was selected to distinguish significant differences from non-significant differences.

Comparative genome mapping
--------------------------

To determine potential areas of microsynteny between the Solanaceous species studied here and dicot model plants, paired BESs were selected and mapped to the *A. thaliana*and *Populus trichocarpa*genome sequences with BLASTN alignments. Paired end sequences were available for 135,842 tomato BACs (63,169 HBa, 33,498 Eco and 39,175 Mbo) and 55,662 potato (34,362 POT and 21,300 PPT) BACs. Whole genome sequences of *A. thaliana*and *P. trichocarpa*were downloaded from TAIR \[[@B28]\] and JGI \[[@B51]\], respectively. The *P. thrichocarpa*genome sequence used in this study was not finished, but rather consisted of a pseudomolecule sequence for each of the 19 chromosomes plus an additional 177,7 Mb in 21,993 contig sequences.

For each BES, only the best match to the respective genome sequence with an E-value lower than 10^-5^was evaluated, and the hit was rejected if the distance between subsequent HSPs was larger than 2000 nt. A BAC was considered to have microsynteny to the target genome if both ends mapped within a distance of between 50 and 500 kb of one another. When both ends were oriented properly with respect to each other, the region was considered colinear; otherwise, the region was considered to be rearranged between the two species.
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###### Additional file 1

This file describes the keyword filtering that has been applied after the BLASTX searches to the non-redundant protein database, in order to distinguish between true putative protein-coding regions, and repetitive and/or contamination-related sequences.
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###### Additional file 2

This file describes the Gene Ontology terms found in the InterProScan analysis of the tomato and potato EcoRI digested BAC end sequences. The columns in this Table describe the GO term, the number of BAC end sequences in the tomato Eco and potato PPT library that had this term assigned to them, and the P value of Fisher\'s exact test for the difference of relative abundance of this GO term between these two libraries. A P value lower than 10^-4^indicates a significant difference in the abundance of a GO term between these libraries.
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###### Additional file 3

This file describes the Gene Ontology terms found in the InterProScan analysis of the tomato and potato HindIII digested BAC end sequences. The columns in this Table describe the GO term, the number of BAC end sequences in the tomato HBa and potato POT library that had this term assigned to them, and the P value of Fisher\'s exact test for the difference of relative abundance of this GO term between these two libraries. A P value lower than 10^-4^indicates a significant difference in the abundance of a GO term between these libraries.
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###### Additional file 4

This file describes the Gene Ontology terms found in the InterProScan analysis of the potato HindIII and EcoRI digested BAC end sequences. The columns in this Table describe the GO term, the number of BAC end sequences in the potato POT and PPT library that had this term assigned to them, and the P value of Fisher\'s exact test for the difference of relative abundance of this GO term between these two libraries. A P value lower than 10^-4^indicates a significant difference in the abundance of a GO term between these libraries.
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###### Additional file 5

This file describes the Gene Ontology terms found in the InterProScan analysis of the tomato HindIII and EcoRI digested BAC end sequences. The columns in this Table describe the GO term, the number of BAC end sequences in the tomato HBa and Eco library that had this term assigned to them, and the P value of Fisher\'s exact test for the difference of relative abundance of this GO term between these two libraries. A P value lower than 10^-4^indicates a significant difference in the abundance of a GO term between these libraries.
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###### Additional file 6

This file describes the PANTHER families found in the InterProScan analysis of the tomato and potato EcoRI digested BAC end sequences. The columns in this Table describe the PANTHER family, the number of BAC end sequences in the tomato Eco and potato PPT library that had this term assigned to them, and the P value of Fisher\'s exact test for the difference of relative abundance of this GO term between these two libraries. A P value lower than 10^-4^indicates a significant difference in the abundance of a GO term between these libraries.
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###### Additional file 7

This file describes the PANTHER families found in the InterProScan analysis of the tomato and potato HindIII digested BAC end sequences. The columns in this Table describe the PANTHER family, the number of BAC end sequences in the tomato HBa and potato POT library that had this term assigned to them, and the P value of Fisher\'s exact test for the difference of relative abundance of this GO term between these two libraries. A P value lower than 10^-4^indicates a significant difference in the abundance of a GO term between these libraries.

###### 

Click here for file

###### Additional file 8

This file describes the PANTHER families found in the InterProScan analysis of the potato HindIII and EcoRI digested BAC end sequences. The columns in this Table describe the PANTHER family, the number of BAC end sequences in the potato POT and PPT library that had this term assigned to them, and the P value of Fisher\'s exact test for the difference of relative abundance of this GO term between these two libraries. A P value lower than 10^-4^indicates a significant difference in the abundance of a GO term between these libraries.
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Click here for file

###### Additional file 9

This file describes the PANTHER families found in the InterProScan analysis of the tomato HindIII and EcoRI digested BAC end sequences. The columns in this Table describe the PANTHER family, the number of BAC end sequences in the tomato HBa and Eco library that had this term assigned to them, and the P value of Fisher\'s exact test for the difference of relative abundance of this GO term between these two libraries. A P value lower than 10^-4^indicates a significant difference in the abundance of a GO term between these libraries.
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Click here for file
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